Elucidating the local atomic and electronic structure of amorphous oxidized superconducting niobium films
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Qubits made from superconducting materials are a mature platform for quantum information science applications such as quantum computing. However, materials-based losses are now a limiting factor in reaching the coherence times needed for applications. In particular, knowledge of the atomistic structure and properties of the circuit materials is needed to identify, understand, and mitigate materials-based decoherence channels. In this work we characterize the atomistic structure of the native oxide film formed on Nb resonators by comparing fluctuation electron microscopy experiments to density functional theory calculations, finding that an amorphous layer consistent with an Nb₂O₅ stoichiometry. Comparing X-ray absorption measurements at the Oxygen K edge with first-principles calculations, we find evidence of d-type magnetic impurities in our sample, known to cause impedance in proximal superconductors. This work identifies the structural and chemical composition of the oxide layer grown on Nb superconductors, and shows that soft X-ray absorption can fingerprint magnetic impurities in these superconducting systems.

Superconducting qubits are one of the leading solid-state platforms for QIS (quantum information science) applications, with reported coherence times reaching ~100 microseconds. Despite this, materials-based decoherence channels contribute significantly to microwave losses, and are now a central hurdle in device coherence and scaling. In particular, the inevitable inhomogeneities that are present from growth and fabrication, such as interfaces, defects, and structural disorder, each contribute to the decoherence in qubits made from superconducting materials.

Precise knowledge of the atomistic structural and chemical makeup of superconducting qubit materials is particularly necessary for understanding materials-dependent decoherence processes. Intrinsic noise sources in superconducting qubits are typically classified into two categories – two-level system (TLS) noise, and non-TLS noise. TLSs are fluctuating two-level states comprising local energy minima in the atomic structural potential which were originally proposed to describe the microstructure of amorphous materials. TLSs can couple to electric and magnetic fields, reducing a qubit’s coherence time. Since the amorphous materials present on superconducting qubit surfaces consist of a variety of bonding environments, TLSs can host a range of barrier heights and tunnelling rates, and correspondingly a distribution of fluctuation frequencies even within a given material. Because of this, characterization of the local atomic arrangements is needed to build any predictive description of TLS-related decoherence.

Non-TLS noise intrinsic in QIS materials includes the presence of nonequilibrium quasiparticles (QP) and of magnetic impurities. While careful shielding can mitigate some of these effects, the decay and control of QPs is materials dependent, and can be crucially influenced by nanofabrication and materials’ control. Another key non-TLS loss mechanism is Cooper pair breaking induced by the presence of magnetic impurities, which can occur due to materials’ defects, interfaces, and surfaces, and cause impedance losses in the superconductor. Therefore, to understand the structure-coherence relationships associated with the materials’ properties in superconducting qubits, knowledge of the local structural and chemical environment is needed, regardless of the origin (TLS, non-TLS) of the noise.

Superconducting qubits are typically comprised of Al/AlOₓ/Al Josephson junctions with superconducting...
circuit elements commonly made from Al, Nb, Ta, and alloys containing these.\textsuperscript{44,45} Of these, Nb has many advantages over other superconducting materials including low kinetic inductance resulting in reduced variability, and a higher superconducting gap making it less susceptible to QP poisoning.\textsuperscript{14} Importantly, Nb forms a relatively clean surface, and is a mature material for the advanced processing and lithographic patterning that is required for contemporary qubit fabrication and for future scaling of highly coherent superconducting architectures. However, Nb readily forms surface oxides such as NbO, NbO\textsubscript{2} and Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}, which introduce both TLS and non-TLS losses in the qubit.\textsuperscript{18,19} Previous work has looked at the use of ultrahigh vacuum packing to reduce surface contamination\textsuperscript{20} in addition to an understanding of the influence of both oxide surface removal\textsuperscript{18} and regrowth\textsuperscript{21} on the performance of superconducting resonators.

Despite extensive research on the variety of loss channels and their mitigation through surface treatments and fabrication\textsuperscript{22,23} the precise microscopic origins of TLS and non-TLS losses in superconducting systems is not known. This is primarily due to the difficulty in accessing information about the local structural and chemical environments which critically control the presence of these losses. Since the native oxides formed on Nb are often amorphous, conventional diffraction and computational techniques cannot be used for structural information. Theoretical treatments often either rely on having crystalline materials with periodic boundary conditions\textsuperscript{24} or propose phenomenological models without incorporating nanoscale structural information. Instead, in this work, we combine Fluctuation Electron Microscopy (FEM), X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), and first-principles calculations to investigate the structural and chemical composition of amorphous oxides on superconducting Nb films. We classify the short- and mid-range structural properties of our oxides by comparing our \textit{ab initio} calculations with experiments, identifying the structural and chemical makeup of surface Nb oxides on superconducting resonators.

To characterize the mid-range atomic structure of the amorphous films we used FEM, a 4-D scanning transmission electron microscopy technique that is sensitive to medium-range atomic ordering in disordered materials.\textsuperscript{25} FEM experiments were performed using an FEI TitanX operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Additionally, XAS measurements of the O K-edge were performed at the bending magnet beamline 6.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. We consider three different Nb treatments: (1) unpatterned, oxidized Nb films without any treatments, (2) Nb film from a chip patterned with qubits, and (3) Nb film from a chip with resonators only (no Josephson junctions), which allows us to potentially observe changes in the Nb oxides with these different fabrication steps (Table \ref{table:experiment}). XAS was performed on all three samples. FEM was performed on Sample 2 because it had the thickest oxide layer, which was required for improved signal in FEM analysis. Further details of the FEM and XAS measurements are given in the SI.

Electronic and magnetic properties were calculated using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna \textit{ab initio} Simulation Package (VASP)\textsuperscript{26}. We used Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5} amorphous structures that were generated previously with \textit{ab initio} molecular dynamics as detailed in Ref.\textsuperscript{27} which are available on Zenodo\textsuperscript{28}. X-ray absorption calculations were carried out using the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) formalism as implemented within the OCEAN code.\textsuperscript{29} The BSE calculations use a basis of electron orbitals from DFT calculated with \textsc{Quantum ESPRESSO}\textsuperscript{29} with pseudopotentials from the PseudoDojo collection.\textsuperscript{30,31} More details on the DFT and XAS calculations are given in the SI.

We first describe our FEM diffraction results of a representative oxidized Nb sample with the largest oxide thickness (Sample 2), and compare the short-range structural description to \textit{ab initio} generated structures. In contrast to other diffraction techniques, which generally identify long-range ordering, FEM is uniquely sensitive to the medium-range ordering on the size scale of the electron beam probe.\textsuperscript{32,33} FEM data is acquired by rastering a small electron probe over a sample and capturing a diffraction pattern at each probe location. The diffraction patterns are digitally preprocessed to remove imaging distortions, and the variance of the measured intensity as a function of scattering vector is calculated.\textsuperscript{34} As Bragg scattering in the diffraction patterns creates
large variance in intensity, the calculated variance is a metric for ordering in the amorphous material on the length scale of the electron probe. Full details of the FEM method and data analysis are given in the SI. In Figure 1(b), we show the average speckle pattern of many nanodiffraction patterns taken over the Nb oxide region of the film cross-section (see SI). The brighter spots in the speckled halo primarily represent Nb-Nb distances because electron scattering from Nb atoms dominates over scattering from O atoms. The broad diffuse halo present in the average nanodiffraction pattern suggests that the Nb oxide film is amorphous. In Figure 1(d) we show an average spatial variance computed from six regions of the sample, where each region differs in its thickness, as shown in Figure S1 of the Supplementary material. The broad peak centered at the wavevector $q \approx 3$ nm$^{-1}$ is a measure of the average interatomic spacing between Nb centres, corresponding to an average Nb-Nb distance of 3.37 Å.

We next analyze ab initio-generated amorphous structures to investigate the short- and medium-range structural order across a sample of stoichiometric Nb$_2$O$_5$ amorphous configurations. Figure 1(a) illustrates a representative stoichiometric amorphous configuration of Nb$_2$O$_5$ containing 105 atoms in the unit cell. The solid line indicates the Nb-Nb distance for edge sharing Nb sites in Nb$_2$O$_5$, while the dashed line highlights the longer Nb-Nb distances for corner sharing Nb sites. These features are also present in Figure 1(c), where we show the averaged radial distribution function (RDF) obtained from nine stoichiometric amorphous configurations of Nb$_2$O$_5$ whose volume and internal coordinates were optimized using DFT. We see from the first peak that the shorter edge sharing Nb sites are typically 3.15 Å apart, and the longer corner sharing Nb sites are 3.8 Å apart as indicated by the second peak. The immediate dip of the RDF at 4 Å suggests that the edge- and corner-sharing environments shown in Figure 1(a) are the primary structural motifs present in our amorphous Nb$_2$O$_5$. Given the reasonable comparison between ab initio-generated amorphous structures and FEM analysis of our Nb oxide thin films, we can conclude that indeed our films are amorphous, lacking any long-range order, and that our generated structures can be used for further analysis. Additionally, we find the average Nb-Nb distance in the FEM measurement to be 3.37 Å, which is between the average corner- and edge-shared Nb-Nb distances in the ab initio structures, suggesting our amorphous films comprise a mix of corner- and edge-sharing polyhedra.

We next use X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to obtain information about the local morphology, electronic structure, and potential magnetism. We focus on O K-edge spectra for three different NbO$_x$ samples, which are described in Table I. While XAS of the O K edge probes unoccupied $p$-type states surrounding the oxygen atoms, these states are hybridized with the neighboring Nb, and so provide information on both the Nb and O species. In Figure 2 we plot the measured XAS for the three samples, and find the XAS is similar for all three. As is typical in transition metal oxides, we identify the two peaks at 533 eV and 537 eV as hybridized with the empty Nb $d$-manifold occupation, strength of the Nb-O bond- and higher-energy $e_g$ split orbitals. These hybridize with the unoccupied O orbitals that are excited upon X-ray absorption, creating the observed splitting between the peaks in the data. Spectra were normalized by matching the baselines, and dividing by the maximum value in the 525 eV to 550 eV window.

We next use X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to obtain information about the local morphology, electronic structure, and potential magnetism. We focus on O K-edge spectra for three different NbO$_x$ samples, which are described in Table I. While XAS of the O K edge probes unoccupied $p$-type states surrounding the oxygen atoms, these states are hybridized with the neighboring Nb, and so provide information on both the Nb and O species. In Figure 2 we plot the measured XAS for the three samples, and find the XAS is similar for all three. As is typical in transition metal oxides, we identify the two peaks at 533 eV and 537 eV as hybridized with the empty Nb $d$-orbitals, split by the crystal field splitting $\Delta$ into lower-energy $t_{2g}$ and higher-energy $e_g$ states. The broad feature near 544 eV reflects hybridization with Nb $5sp$-like states. Changes in the relative intensities of the $t_{2g}$ and $e_g$, and splitting between them $\Delta$, and (less reliably) position of the edge onset, reflect changes in the Nb $d$-manifold occupation, strength of the Nb-O bonding, and oxidation state of the metal ion, respectively.

Comparing the XAS spectra of the three measured samples shows that the unpatterned film (Sample 1) and the resonator chip (Sample 3) are the most similar. We observe a slight increase in energy of the peak near 537 eV, and the slight increase in intensity of the broad feature near 544 eV for the resonator sample (Sample 3) compared to the unpatterned sample (Sample 1). The qubit sample (Sample 2) has the largest NbO$_x$ thickness (~ 15 nm), and largest increase in energy of the 537 eV peak. The observed increase in the energy of the 537 eV peak in the patterned samples suggests a greater crystal-field splitting hence more crystalline character compared...
We use a combination of DFT and BSE calculations to further analyze the XAS spectra. We calculate spectra for fifteen different Nb$_2$O$_5$ amorphous configurations (both stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric), and five different crystalline phases of Nb-oxides. In Figure 3(a), we plot the calculated crystalline spectra for NbO ($Pm3m$), NbO$_2$ ($P4_2/mnm$), and the average of 3 different Nb$_2$O$_5$ phases (N-phase ($C_2/m$), M-phase ($I4/mmm$), and B-phase ($C_2/c$) and compare to the experimental spectrum of Sample 1. We find that the measured XAS spectra are best described by Nb$_2$O$_5$. The splitting between the two dominant peaks is larger in the experimental spectrum from Sample 1. Of the crystalline reference samples, while the relative heights of the two dominant peaks is qualitatively described by NbO. The splitting between the two dominant peaks is larger in the crystalline reference samples, while the relative heights of the two dominant peaks is qualitatively described by Nb$_2$O$_5$, suggesting amorphous structures with Nb$_2$O$_5$ stoichiometry. We further find that as the oxidation state of the Nb atom increases (+2 in NbO to +5 in Nb$_2$O$_5$), both the intensity of the first peak increases, and the ratio of the intensity of the first peak to the second peak increases. This is partially explained by considering the resulting filling of the $t_{2g}$ and $e_g$ states of an octahedrally coordinated Nb atom (see inset of Figure 2). NbO deviates slightly from the trend because the coordination of the Nb atoms is square planar.

In Figure 3(b), we compare the calculated XAS spectra for three different crystalline polymorphs and an amorphous structure of stoichiometric Nb$_2$O$_5$ to the measured XAS of Sample 1. We choose Sample 1 since we anticipate the oxidized film with no additional fabrication steps is most similar to a completely amorphous phase. We find that both the average amorphous spectrum and the crystalline N-phase spectrum are most similar to the experimental spectrum from Sample 1. Of the crystalline phases, we find that the N-phase best agrees with the XAS measurements, but the calculation shows a larger splitting between the two dominant peaks than the measured spectrum. This is the case for all of the considered crystalline phases of Nb$_2$O$_5$ (Figure 3(b)), which is caused by the crystalline order increasing the crystal field splitting.

Previous works suggest magnetic impurities contribute to impedance-based losses in superconducting qubits. In particular, $d$-type magnetic impurities on Nb atoms were found to be more detrimental than $p$-type impurities on O atoms in Nb oxides. To investigate if our XAS measurements can identify a low density of magnetic impurities, we compare our calculated XAS spectra with those measured. We divide our calculations into three groups: stoichiometric Nb$_2$O$_5$, oxygen rich Nb$_2$O$_5$ (includes oxygen interstitials or Nb vacancies), and oxygen poor Nb$_2$O$_5$ (includes oxygen vacancies) with the results given in Figure 3. As expected, we find a pre-edge feature in the oxygen rich calculations coming from O-O dangling bonds, and resulting in the $p$-type magnetic impurities. However, such a pre-peak feature is not observed in any of the measured XAS spectra, so we can conclude that there is not a significant density of $p$-type magnetic impurities in our measured samples. We find a slightly better agreement between the oxygen-poor calculated spectra and the measured spectra with shape of the second peak at $\approx 13$ eV a closer match in this case. This suggests the presence of $d$-type magnetic impurities associated with oxygen poor (and Nb rich) samples. To further quantify this, we perform statistical analysis on the 1250 distinct calculated atomic spectra and compare them to the measured XAS to correlate spectral changes with structural and magnetic changes (details in the SI). These results suggest that small densities of $d$-type magnetic impurities are present in all three measured samples with an estimated density of $1.8 \times 10^{22}$, $1.7 \times 10^{22}$, and $1.5 \times 10^{22} d$-type impurities per mol formed from oxygen vacancies found in Samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This density of magnetic moments is higher than previous magnetic measurements on bulk crystalline $T$- and $TT$-Nb$_2$O$_5$ where they estimated a density of
FIG. 4. (a) Comparison between stoichiometric, oxygen-deficient, and oxygen-rich amorphous calculated spectra versus the experimental spectrum of sample 1. (b) Statistical analysis of the expected relative changes in structural descriptors given the three experimental XAS spectra. The highest variance descriptors are on the left and lowest variance descriptors are on the right.

However, the greater density of magnetic moments in our samples is consistent with the increased disorder and off-stoichiometry that we expect in our amorphous surface oxides. To elucidate the structural changes amongst the different samples that are correlated with changes in the XAS spectra, we calculate the conditional mean for each structural and magnetic descriptor given to the experimental spectrum. The relative expected changes for the most and least varying descriptors are plotted in Figure 4(b). The shape descriptors (volume, area, etc.) refer to Voronoi polyhedra constructed around each atom, σ values refer to distortions within those descriptors (full descriptions are in the SI). We find that the fabrication procedure has a reasonably large effect on the p-type impurity density along with the shape descriptors of both Nb and O atoms. Bond length and coordination characteristics along with d-type impurity density showed less variation amongst the samples.

In summary, our FEM measurements confirm the lack of long-range order in a representative Nb-oxide film, observed from the broad halo in the average speckle pattern of the FEM image. Comparing the calculated RDF of our ab initio-generated stoichiometric Nb$_2$O$_5$ amorphous structures to the angular average of the FEM pattern indicates that our generated amorphous configurations are a good representation of the distribution of structures observed in real Nb-oxide films, containing a mix of edge and corner-sharing polyhedra motifs. We next compared our measured XAS spectra for a selection of Nb-oxide samples (Table 1) to first-principles calculations of both crystalline and amorphous Nb-oxide compounds, of which the amorphous phase most closely matched the data, which is inconsistent with our FEM results, and prior elemental analysis of Nb-oxide films. Finally, we analyze our first-principles predictions for signatures of magnetic impurities in the amorphous configurations to identify experimental markers of these magnetic impurities in the XAS spectra. We find a better fit of the XAS spectra for Nb$_2$O$_5$ configurations with oxygen vacancies, suggesting the presence of d-type magnetic impurities. We find no evidence for pre-edge impurity states associated with p-type magnetic impurities. Our results give an estimate of the density of decoherence-inducing local magnetic moments, and suggest experimental fingerprints for the characterization of superconducting thin films using spectroscopic approaches.
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The data that support the findings of this study are openly available in Zenodo at Ref. 38

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for details of our FEM and XAS measurements along with our calculation parameters and further details of our machine learning model.
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